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ABSTRACT: 

Fog computing is a promising extension of cloud computing, and enables computing directly at the edge of the network. Due to the decentralized and distributed 

nature of fog nodes, secure communication channels have to be supported in fog computing, which are generally realized through secure keys. Key management 

schemes are usually employed to generate, distribute and maintain the secret keys. In this paper, we propose a key management scheme called dynamic 

contributory broadcast encryption (DConBE) for secure channel establishment in fog computing. It allows a group of fog nodes that want to establish a fog 

system to negotiate a public encryption key and each node’s decryption key in one round without a trusted dealer.. With the focus on complex energy 

consumption problems of manufacturing clusters, this paper proposes an energy-aware load balancing and scheduling (ELBS) method based on fog computing. 

Firstly, an energy consumption model related to the workload is established on the fog node, and an optimization function aiming at the load balancing of 

manufacturing cluster is formulated. Then, the improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is used to obtain an optimal solution, and the priority for 

achieving tasks is built towards the manufacturing cluster. Finally, a multi-agent system is introduced to achieve the distributed scheduling of manufacturing 

cluster. The proposed ELBS method is verified by experiments with candy packing line, and experimental results showed that proposed method provides optimal 

scheduling and load balancing for the mixing work robots. 
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1.INTRODUCTION: 

Introduction of technologies such as the Internet, big data, machine learning virtualization, cloud computing, has increasingly taken the world by a 

storm as it has become a daily utility for everyone. Currently, everyone can access computer resources instantly and anywhere from the comfort of their 

own homes through cloud computing. With the rapid changes in infrastructure every day, the new nature of applications continuously evolves to solve 

new problems.  

 

In the recent decade, the Internet of Things (IoT) has become one of the most popular technologies that enable new communication among 

things/devices and humans. Binding billions of connected devices ranging from the smallest sensors to the massive computers would require new 

techniques. Ericsson forecasts that the IoT connections would reach 22.3 Billion by 2024. [5]. This rapid development of IoT and the increase in 

number of connected devices, fog computing paradigm is emerging for processing the data of IoT applications. To preserve the diverse requirements of 

various IoT applications such as QoS requirements, latency, privacy, scalability, current cloud-based solutions are not enough. [13] Fog Computing 

bridges the gap between Cloud Computing and IoT devices by offloading computation from the cloud to an intermediate layer along the spectrum from 

cloud to the IoT devices.” Fog is a system-level horizontal architecture that distributes resources and services of computing, storage, control, and 

networking functions closer to the user, anywhere along the continuum from Cloud to Things.” [12] 

 

Previous research has been done on resource scheduling in fog computing. Even though different researchers tried solving the problem related to it, 

some margins still exist on the quality of service that was proposed as future work [8. In order to improve the quality of service among fog computing 

environments and to reduce overall response time, tasks coming from IoT devices for processing should be properly scheduled and assigned an 

appropriate resource according to different layers of fog architecture.  

 

The dynamic and uncertain nature of fog environments makes the resource scheduling problem hard to solve. This strain increases with the sizes of 

service requests and hosting infrastructures. Although fog computing is at the edge, there would always be an upper bound on hardware and network 

capacity within a fog environment, which may lead to resource exhaustion and performance degradation during demand spikes. Due to the diversity of 

user requests, fog computing will allocate resources according to the users’ needs. The goal of resource scheduling is to find the best matching 
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resources for users to achieve the optimal scheduling goals, such as reducing the processing delay and improving resource utilization and quality of 

service (QoS). 

However, existing allocation mechanisms are limited to static capacities and poor auto-scaling policies, which do not allow providers to efficiently 

manage unpredictable traffic bursts. When users submit tasks, they are divided into many smaller subtasks. It is therefore the job of the task scheduler 

to strategize the scheduling according to different parameters like QoS. The task scheduler collects the scheduling data from users, resource monitors 

and cloud gateways, and then assigns each task to the corresponding fog resource.  

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1].  J. Wan In the context of Industry 4.0, it is necessary to meet customization manufacturing demands on a timely basis. Based on the related 

concepts of Industry 4.0, this paper intends to introduce mobile services and cloud computing technology into the intelligent manufacturing 

environment. A customization manufacturing system is designed to meet the demands of personalization requests and flexible production mechanisms. 

This system consists of three layers, namely, a manufacturing device layer, cloud service system layer, and mobile service layer. The manufacturing 

device layer forms the production platform. This platform is composed of a number of physical devices, such as a flexible conveyor belt, industrial 

robots, and corresponding sensors. The physical devices are connected to the cloud via the support of a wireless module. In the cloud, the 

manufacturing big data are processed, and the optimization decision-making mechanism pertaining to customization manufacturing is formed. Then, 

mobile services running in a mobile terminal are used to receive orders from customers and to inquire the necessary production information. To verify 

the feasibility of the proposed customization manufacturing system, we also established a customizable candy production system. 

[2].F.BonomiFog Computing extends the Cloud Computing paradigm to the edge of the network, thus enabling a new breed of applications and 

services. Defining characteristics of the Fog are: a) Low latency and location awareness; b) Wide-spread geographical distribution; c) Mobility; d) Very 

large number of nodes, e) Predominant role of wireless access, f) Strong presence of streaming and real time applications, g) Heterogeneity. In this 

paper we argue that the above characteristics make the Fog the appropriate platform for a number of critical Internet of Things (IoT) services and 

applications, namely, Connected Vehicle, Smart Grid, Smart Cities, and, in general, Wireless Sensors and Actuators Networks (WSANs). 

[3]. A. KapsalisFog Computing is an emerging paradigm, suitable to serve the particular needs of IoT networks. It includes the deployment of 

computational devices at the edge of the network facilitating faster real-time processing of time-sensitive data. In this article, we present a Fog 

architecture, which diverges from the traditional hierarchical and centralized Fog model, and adopts a cooperative model, which allows for a federation 

of Edge networks. In our proposal, the tasks that the nodes are called to complete, are characterized according to their computational nature and are 

subsequently allocated to the appropriate host. Edge networks communicate through a brokering system with IoT systems in an asynchronous way via 

the Pub/Sub messaging pattern. 

[4]. C. C. Byers Fog computing is an architecture that extends the traditionally centralized functions of cloud computing to the edge and into close 

proximity to the things in an Internet of Things network. Fog computing brings many advantages, including enhanced performance, better efficiency, 

network bandwidth savings, improved security, and resiliency. This article discusses some of the more important architectural requirements for critical 

Internet of Things networks in the context of exemplary use cases, and how fog computing techniques can help fulfill them. 

[5]. L.ShuWith the evolution of mobile phone sensing and wireless networking technologies, mobile crowd sensing (MCS) has become a promising 

paradigm for large-scale sensing applications. MCS is a type of multi-participant sensing that has been widely used by many sensing applications 

because of its inherent capabilities, e.g., high mobility, scalability, and cost effectiveness. This paper reviews the existing works of MCS and clarifies 

the operability of MCS in sensing applications. With wide use and operability of MCS, MCS’s industrial applications are investigated based on the 

clarifications of (i) the evolution of industrial sensing, and (ii) the benefits MCS can provide to current industrial sensing. As a feasible industrial 

sensing paradigm, MCS opens up a new field that provides a flexible, scalable, and costeffective solution for addressing sensing problems in industrial 

spaces. 

3.PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

Because of the improvement of current data innovation, the rise of the mist registering improves gear computational force and gives new answers for 

conventional mechanical applications. By and large, it is difficult to build up a quantitative energy-mindful model with a keen meter for load adjusting 

and booking streamlining in savvy industrial facility. With the attention on complex energy utilization issues of producing bunches, this paper proposes 

an energy-mindful burden adjusting and booking (ELBS) technique dependent on haze processing. Initially, an energy utilization model identified with 

the responsibility is set up on the haze hub, and an enhancement work pointing at the heap adjusting of assembling bunch is defined. At that point, the 

improved molecule swarm advancement (PSO) calculation is utilized to acquire an ideal arrangement, and the need for accomplishing errands is 

worked towards the assembling bunch. At long last, a multi-specialist framework is acquainted with accomplish the circulated planning of producing 

bunch. The tries different things with candy pressing line, and test results showed that proposed technique gives ideal planning and load adjusting for 
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the blending work robots. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL DAIGRAM 

 

 

 

4. METHODOLOGY: 

Cloud Reservation Optimization: In the booking stage, we will probably tie down the assets which gather the basic prerequisites by least expense. 

Planned algorithm is dependent on the double value mold from the cloud supplier; this stage takes the value model from the saved arrangement and the 

base client demand rmin as information sources.   

 

 Dynamic Cloud Provision Optimization: Dubious idea, client requests for web applications and the requirements on reaction season of processing 

and information base cases are demonstrated. In these limitations, the interest vulnerability is considered to guarantee that the made sure about held and 

on-request cases fulfill web specialist organizations' QoS execution necessities. By and large DCRA will distribute cloud assets powerfully to give an 

adaptable improvement that QoS prerequisite of the application under interest vulnerability with a base cost arrangement. We center on conveying and 

creating and understanding the two significant improvement blocks: reservation streamlining and dynamic arrangement advancement.  

  

DCRA Flowchart Overview: Because of the unpredictable existence of the market, we are proposing DCRA, a two-phase allocation of resources 

method which contracts transportation and communication circumstances as per the double price schedule can address the complex market adjustments 

cost-effectively. The two phases of DCRA, namely step for accommodation as well as step for complex supply   

 

Cloud Scheduler: It assigns user jobs task to available resources for processing and schedule the task based on the priority of user job request and 

dispatch the results to the user. Cloud information service provides availability of resources information to the Cloud scheduler  

 

Cloud Information Service: It maintains information about resources which interact and interact with cloud scheduler to assign user jobs task requests 

to corresponding resources.   

 

  Resources: Resource manager handles resources and resources can be machines, memory, processing elements, bandwidth etc   

 

5 CONCLUSION 

With the tremendous growth of technologies such as IoT, Big Data, Machine learning, the research academia has been flooded with a lot of interesting 

research to explore. Fog Computing is a trending paradigm which complements the cloud by bringing some of the services closer to edge. One of the 

major challenges in this paradigm is resource scheduling. Though different scholars have addressed the resource scheduling challenge, a gap still exists. 

In this study, the resource scheduling problem in fog computing and different optimization techniques required to modify is analyzed. This work 

proposed an efficient resource scheduling using the modified particle swarm optimization algorithm. The approach takes into consideration parameters 

such as priority of the task, latency, QoS, traffic overhead, delay and energy consumption to balance the load among the available fog resources. The 

MPSO is used to schedule the tasks in the fog nodes. The iFogsim tool was used to simulate the fog environment. Results show that the proposed 
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algorithm optimizes resource utilization reducing the average response time and the energy consumption. However, optimization techniques have been 

proven more useful for resource scheduling if more research and refinement is applied to it. Future work will consider modifying the analysis of 

evolutionary algorithm with deep learning approach so as to improve resource scheduling in fog computing environment. 

 

6.RESULTS 

 

Fig:1 Link Node Analysis  

 

 

Fig:2 Bandwidth Assigned Node 

 

 

Fig:3 Transmission Link  

 

 

Fig:4 Performance Comparison  
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